
Thunder and the Noise Storms
Discussion Questions

Pre-Reading Questions

1. Carefully think about the title of the book. Examine the picture on the cover. What
do you think this book might be about? Write down your ideas and read them
again after you finish reading the story.

2. Make a list of noises. Can you sort them into “good” noises and “bad” noises?
What makes a noise good and what makes a noise bad?

During Reading Questions

1. Pages 1 to 6, what were some of the noises that Thunder has heard so far in his
day? Do you ever notice these noises in your day?

2. After page 6 ask, how did the different noises make Thunder feel? (eg., strange,
woozy, grumpy, mad)

3. Have you ever noticed how noises affect you? How do the noises on pages 1 - 6
make you feel?

4. On pages 7 to 17,  Mosom takes Thunder for a walk. What are some of the
noises he hears? What do you think makes Thunder react differently to all the
noises?

After Reading Questions

1. Why does the author refer to all the noises as a “noise storm?”

2. What types of noises do you enjoy when you are surrounded by nature?How
does nature make you feel?

3. On the last page of the book Thunder is back in his classroom with all the noises.
How has Thunder changed his way in order to cope with the noise storm?

4. What does it mean to you to “listen with wonder” (mamaskasitawew)?
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Drawing or Diagram

Create a drawing or diagram based on Thunder and the Noise Storms. Choose two or
more words from the story as shown below, or use some noisy words of your own, to
include in your drawing or a diagram. Be sure to show the reasons behind the noises!



honk    varoom    boom    swish    crinkle    ring    bang    swoosh    flap    burble
splash    badoom    swoosh    swooop    creak
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Vocabulary

Here are some words from the book that may be new to you. Thunder and the Noise Storms has
been published in the English language but some of the words used are from the Cree language.

woozy        tansi        sweetgrass        mosom

Soothing        mamaskasitawew

Unscramble these words. Remember that you can find the correct spelling of each word in the box
above. Then write the definition or meaning of each word below the unscrambled word.

1. gstohion

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Meaning:  __________________________________________________

2. wtaesesgsr

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Meaning:  __________________________________________________

3. insat

___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Meaning:  __________________________________________________

4. kaatwamwissaem

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Meaning:  __________________________________________________



5. yzoow

___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Meaning:  __________________________________________________

6. ommso

___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Meaning:  __________________________________________________
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Vocabulary - ANSWER SHEET

Here are some words from the book that may be new to you. Thunder and the Noise Storm has been
published in the English language but some of the words used are from the Cree language.



woozy        tansi        sweetgrass        mosom

Soothing        mamaskasitawew

Unscramble these words. Remember that you can find the correct spelling of each word in the box
above. Then write the definition or meaning of each word below the unscrambled word.

1        soothing

Meaning:  a gentle, calming effect.

2      sweetgrass

Meaning:  a fragrant grass with long, satiny leaves. One of the four plants (tobacco, sage, red cedar,
and sweetgrass) considered as sacred to Indigenous people.

3    tansi

Meaning:  hello.

4  mamaskasitawew

Meaning:  to listen with wonder.

5  woozy

Meaning:  unsteady, dizzy, or dazed.

6  mosom

Meaning:  grandpa.
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Noises All Around Me!

Listen carefully at different
times during your day. List what
you hear over the next few
days.

Morning:

Afternoon:

Evening:

Night:



Here is a picture showing a
noise that I do not like:

When I hear this noise I do
things to keep calm, such as,

___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

Here is a picture of a noise that
I like:

I enjoy this noise because

___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________



Noises in Nature Musical Noises



Noises People Make Weather Noises
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The Noise Alphabet!

Write down a noise that starts with each letter of the alphabet. A few examples have
been provided to get you started.

A  ____________                   M  ____________

B  ____________                    N  ____________

C  ____________                     O  ____________

D ding-dong_____ P  ____________

E  ____________                     Q  ____________

F  ____________                      R  ____________

G  ____________                      S shhhhhhh____

H ____________                       T  ____________

I  ____________                       U ugh_________

J  ____________                       V  ____________

K  ____________                       W  ___________                   Y  ____________

L  ____________                        X  ___________                   Z  ____________


